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FOREWORD

VLP-Projeat Nrs F61052-69-C-0007.

Report submitted on 1 Sept. 1970.

The atudles on the propagation of YLF waves which have been

oonduczed for the past 10 years under the supervision of Dos.

Dr. W. Bittorlich, made it necessary right from the beginning

to conduct oontinuous and intensive examinations on the con-

struction of suitable transmitting and receiving antennae.

DLring this period, numerous types of antenna have been

caloulated, constructed and tested under various conditions.

The results of these studies shall now be reported in brief.

IDrivations and equations shall not be given, quotations of

reports and publications shall be made which deal with the

respective problems.

ABSTRACT

This is a description of all the transmitting and receiving

antennas that have been used for VLF project studieso The

antenna efficiency in discussed and helical transmitting

antennas are described in a special chapter. Various di&-

grans plotted in accordance with the described antenna

measurements are given,
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AXTENNIS FUR THE VLF REGION AND LF REGION

1. Inrouclion

AltLoaa l.&aL iz&... .w. taken in ransamitting

information through the earth's crust by means of electro-

magnetic waves, this field of research was fairly new terri-

tory. Since the earth'e orust represents a dielectric with

heavy losase, or a more or lees conductive medium, it was

necessary to uso low frequenvies for covering great

distances, In this connection, technical difficulties arose

when low and very low frequencies of the electromagnetic

spectrum were used.

Besides external disturbing influences (electromagnetic

disturbing field produced by the sun, in the atmosphere, and

by technical equipment), which must be eliminated as far as

possible, the construction of "handy" antennaa which are small,

but effective, is one of the greatest problems. As compared

to the wavelength (avaleu6Lh at 10 kHz in vacuum for

example is 30 km), such antennas must always be very small,

I.e., their efficiency will also be very small. These problems

are the same for transmitting and for receiving antennas.

Furthermore the problem must be solved whether to

use electric or magnetic dipole antennae. For the case of

receiving antennas, this problem may be deoldao upcrp by

brief calculations ana technical considerations [I , 2J.

Let the transmitting field strength at the point of

reception be arbitrarly chosen as Eeff - 50 milli-

volts/a. At the receiver side, there is at first au

electric dipole with an effective height of heff - 2 m.
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The above dipole can be materialized by a vertical

wire of 2z iengh, grounded at usn esd, Vin- a-

horizontal antenna branch of 6 a at its upper end.

The voltage induced in the dipole then is Uoff -

- offr*hoff 1 100 millivolts.

The radiation resittanoo at a frequency of f w 10 kUs

(.o - 30 ka) in the followings

-oa160 7i -~,L 10 *has.6

Let the maWnetic dipole be a frame antenna with am

area of F - 0.75 am and a number of turns n - 140. The

effective height now reads

hof f " •A

The radiation resistance

R - .~(Leff ) 2 o a 10~ oh*s

The Induced voltage is the followings

Veff * 00!5 milivolts.

This result suggests that the electric dipole is to be pro-

feroed, since the voltage Induced in it is much higher. Yet,

the use of mae"etic dipole anaaaas is more favoxable, since

the induced. antenna voltage ey be fully utilized as input

voltage for a subsequent ap'Li.fier. Tuning to resonance is

also easily possilie, SO that the useful voltage is still in-

creased by Q.

In the case of transmitting antenunas, a decision is

not so easy, since here the surrounding medium also has soms

influence. Thus, it has been found out for example [•3 that

if the wave numbersk* (w, 6, t) are very small, the electric



dipole is preferred as a transmitting antenna under tho oon-

dition that the production of an adequate antenna current is

possible at the same transmitter power as in the case of a

similar magnetio dipole.

The trs nsLitting current may be itoreased by tuning

to ýuonance, the antenna representing the inductance. Tuning

to resonance in the case of a magnetic dipole ie conducted

either by means of capacitances In a parallel or series

resonant circuit, or by using self-rescuant antenfaso In the

LF region and even more so in the VLP region, such self-

resonant antennas of small dimensions are very difficult to

construct. This problem is dealt with In Chapter I11, helical

antennaso

II. Tranemittinx antennae

In the ULP region, eleotromagnetic fields produced b,'

antennas that cinr be built in practice, may be described by

equationa for the hertz dipole, sinc* the condition that the

antenna must be small as compared to the vawelength, is satis-

fiid only too well. For the 61eotrio or magnetic dipole thi

following relations are valid (for reasons of simplicity, only

the dependence of quantities in given that %aW be chosen

arbitrarily):

Ert Eit Hr - Iodl and Hr, H, EY, n.I.F, respeotively,

I.** antenna circuitv dlooo length of antenna

n... number of turnse F coo antenna crate section,
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If the antenna length and oroes seation 4zq limited (e.g., by

the gallery), the field streRok oomponents *,;q be increased
only by inoreasing the antenna aKerrnt. fiýs, hoWveer, in

also limitedt in an electric dipele oving to tie capacitance
between the ends of the dipole and oeing to antanno voltage,
whereas in a magnetic dipole owing to losses in the winding.
The in•reasing antenna induactanoe also puts a limit. [41

What antenna type is to be preferred for th2 fre-
qusnoy region in question shall be examined in the presost

chepter by comparing the radiated energies [5. Fr.: this
purpose it must be taken into aooount that an antenna in air
electrically may be looked upon as a combination of its ohmic
resistance and radiation resistaooo In air or in vacuo, the
radiation resistance is determined by integrating the Pointing
vector in the far field over a spherical surface of any sisz
around the antenna. Divieion of this integral by the square
maximum current yields the radiation resistance. In an antenna
embodied in a conducting medium, the resistance produced by
the surrounding medium must still be added. Experience shown
that this resistance is larger for an electric dipole than

it is for a magnetio one, except for the case of k*(w, d",E)
being small (cf. introduction).

Cnc~t4- the,. -norgy fl. - -4 n----

face having the radius r, we obtain [5]:
1. For the electric dipole

weM 6I-1) 2 *-2 kr FO -r2@ 1J .LS+J

or if r >>

We V1 4
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with We 4o2(9 01 2
v being the value for vacumu.

2. For thei iagnotic d.Lpoles

S2 - .4%
WM- (L") 6-.4 Or

or if r >>

,,,W>>, v 2 -z

with WV,. z/ýZ (r]") being ths value tor vacuum,
s-(64/2)1/1•

cc l/2, wave resistance - (for ether s7virols

see list of symbols and abbreviation8).

Lot us now assume that there is radius r so that the

energy flux of the two dipole typos through a spherical sur-

faoe of the sa*e radius is equalo We may thus compare the

eleotrio and magnetic energy flux

1-,10 9 h 2(r)
we f Uki;M in vaouo.

For another radius r'. this ooupariion say be made .1;c Inr

a 6,4ium, thus yielding

1r3 EU f b(~ o

Substituting WI/W! as above, we obtain

a h (r') h,(r)

WB I h2(r') b1( WR hI
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Aasuaing that r'lX, we obtain the follow..n expressioni

This, however, means that V'>We

To this result it must be added that this inequation

is valid only if 6 and I assume certain values. As has been

shown in [5], the inequality is valid for the used frequencies

and oonductivities. As a result it say be said that even if

the energy radiation of the electric dipole In air exoee4s

that of the magnetic dipole by several powers of ton (Of. the

subsequent calculation), in a oonduztive medium it will only

be a fraction of its value.

This statement, however, holds only with some other

restrictionss e small# r ;A,. A decision of what typw of

antenna is to be used Is still open. The question arises#

whether antennas in a dissipative medium may be compared

generally, or whether exact data is necessary for the con-

ditions of their use. Do optimum antennas exist at all? Let me

describe them as a structure permitting the transmission of

information over a requested distance in a dissipative medium

at minimum transmitter power.

If we want to compare various antennas, certain re-

striotions must be made as to the conditions under which

they are to be used 1:3J
(1) Requirements for flexibility of frequency, sufficient band

width and local mobility shall be completely neglected.

(2) The properties of the surrounding medium must always

be constant.

(3) The frequency must be constants

(4) The cavities in the loamy medium that surrounds the antennas

must always have the same size and shape.
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(5) the antennas themselves must have about the same sisee

(4) The antennas *.ust operate under constant power condrtiaons4

(7) The input resistanoe of the antennas to be compared must

be known.

This shows that a number of oonditions must be satis-

fied In order to permit a useful comparison between various

antennas.

An example is going to demonstrate how low the emitted

power actually is as compared to the power required when using

antennae that are small compared to the wavelength.

The portable transmitting unit with antenna SA XI

described in [61 (of. Chapter VI., list of antenna.) had the

following data of operations

f '- 120 kHz (which corresponds to a vacuum

wavelength of 'k.- 2.5 ka),

10 - 1.4 a, antenna resonance current reached

by tuning to resonance by o&pacitors#

R - 0.5 ohms antenna resistanoe

n - 16, number of turns

F - 1.5 am, area of cross seotion,

The power put into the autenna was 5.4 watts. The wavelength

for a medium with an assumed dielootrio ovnawtant of t, - 10 is

A- 0.8 ka, since A/- I 0

The emitted energy is obtained from

R12
Wa -a 0

2 hh 2_

The radiation resistance R, W a X2( 1 aoordine to the

above data yields

RS - 4,4 * 10-5 ohms,

with the effective height being ho 2z n 7 oaLoulated from

herf " 0. 19 a.
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Tht radiation reeietanoo is smaller than the total

obuiic losses by powts.Vs of ten. As it is an essential quantity in

the equation of emitted powerl the latter is also very lowi

I'm - * 10-5 watts.

For better comparison, the power emitted by a simple vertioal

dipole 10 a high is bei•g calculated. The operational data

is the same as above.
W• I•R

The formulas for oaloulating Rs and hoff have been

taken from [71.

h ff 2 ~~f!~
h• ) I ,- coo (2ý h)

Re 159(ofhf CC sin (o~h)

with o(-u 2x/X and h - 10wrheight of the electric dipole).

With the above values we obtain

heff 0 5 a

-2
R - 6,2 - 10- ohms, and

W e 6 . io-2 watts.

Both na1nynlt4in, have IAo m=!0& fnr thA .nnAit4n!n

of an air-filled space, for whJch the clectrio antenna is

clearly advantageous. For antennas embeided in a medium, > We

is valid as shown above, I.e., the sagnetic dipole is more

favorable. The shorter wavelvagth for & medium (6,- 10) has been

used instead of the vacuus waveloength so that the ratio antemna

length/wavelength need no longer toe takan into account when

comparing the energy emission Im vucuo (or air) and in a medium.

Only a fraction of the tota. s&Ltenna power is available for its

actual radiation, the resot is conrtiued .y ohmic resistances.
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The antenna etfioienoy is thus very low with the given

arrangement.

Furthermore, the above definition of the radiation
resistanos and of the efficAeney fails if the antenna is located

in a medium. IA a loasy MedJ•u, the integral depends on the

spherloal radius, i.e., a rI"alus arbitrarily la•ge can no longer
be permitted. The only factors that may be ocompared in the

radiation field of anteanns are the components of the electric

or matnetio field strength and their o~mbinations in phase.

These few ooneidorations have already shown that

the problem of an optimui. antenna for a oertaia medium cannot

be solved in this general feuTm A solution of this problem

would be easier if the iafluenaoe of all factors on the iaput

resistanoc of the anteauut were k.own preoulselyo As it W57

also depend on the shapo and siso of the oavity# an input

resistance as suitable am possible (i.e., a low one in most

oases) is not only a teo1Lqit&l problem.

II1I. 3.2 ,nen

It has been nentioned at the beginning that the use of

self-resonant antennas is a vay of Increasing the antenna current.

Their input Impedance, however, is not easily adapted to a

teeder line or a transmitter output, since the self-resonant

frequency of such antennas (if t!hey are small) is much higher

Preliminary exaaina-tions of small helical antennas
showed that this shape produces self-resomant phenomena in the

desired frequency regior ", Lulaveo In his report F3 tried
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to find a relation botween the antenna dimensions (Iensth,

diameter, pitch, wire thickness, insulating matezial) and thi

self-iapedanoe or remoLant frequency and the field structure in
the aurrounding -- di-", Vaxious "'•wooriar e wer bullt• ..... their

properties were studied above ground and in the mine, in air and

in water. This chapter is going to review in brief the posai-

bilities of calculating theoretioally asmll helical antenras.

For the purpose of calculating the phase velocity and the

wave resistance of a helix, a network model is used (according

to HEYIISCE L8S ) of unit quadrupolasetating the mean inductance

and capacitance per unit length (Fig. 1)..

___-_ At__

- I I ,

Fig. 1

Fig. 1 illustrates the antenna geometry as followas

2 1 ... total axial antenna length LR]
2 a .. o antenna diameter (center to center of wire) La]
s *.w.. pitch (center to center of wire) [a]

S..... pitch angle [degrees]

al ..... total number of turns

pI .... wire radius without insulation

p, .... wire radius with insulation.
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On the whole, the antenn to an air coil with open end#,

separa---tod .. Ad sfuwbvtrioaily fed in &. J Ai~le. This method

of feeding need not be the beat one, but opina to the symmetry

and abseute of grounding problems It Is the simplest method,

theoretically and experimentally.

An alternating current flowIng tbkwng the antenna

leads to a periodio setting-up and breoklag-down of

opposite voltages to the left and to the rioht •f the antenna

oAn'er in ascor4anoe with a kutusl gQapaotanoe o* the two

antenna halves, with an Inductive resistance 'by the magnotio

field it produces* We thus obts:Lt a mean Induotanoe (L) and

a Sean Oapsaitance (C) per axial unit leg4 , The mean

axial phase velocity of the current thus roeads

As the two ends of the antenna are open, they reflect the current

ideally (ourrent nodes) thus causing the formation of standing

waves. The lowest axial resonanoe is charaoterised by a

current bulge in the middle and zero current at the ends.

In this case, the axial wavelength Is

iA - 4 1.

The loveet oorresponding resonant frequenoy is

v v
f a a

In jN, a formula is derived in detail for calculating the

input resistanoeo

2 ]j

"- +. -
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The wave resistance Z thus holds a key position so that it will

bu kept as small ad possible in order to make the input re-

siataneo as low as possible.

Purthermore, formulas wore found for oaloulating the

resonant frequency and the wave resistanoce. Since

free a v&/)" M 1/4.l'f~i7c and m

it was necoessary to calculate at first L and C1. While the

ualouiation of 1 invulvea uo difficulties - at low frequenoies,

the inductance of a long air coil may be used - the o]aculation

of a1 yielded a discrepancy between theory and experiment

(about 30%). This was, because the "input region" of the antenna

had not been taken into account which in the case of a helical

antenna is formed by the two central turns, contributing to

the capacitance much more than had been expected. Thus,

another term had to be added to the formula for C1 which

takes into account the capacitance of the input region.

In order to on the ono haq reduce the resonant fr4-

quenoy of the antenna at constant dimensions and on the other

hand chock the theory of input impodanoet the antennas were

also located in a cavity filled with water. The antenna

induotanoc thus is not changed, whereas the capacitance

is increased considerably, The resonant frequency decreased

by one to two powers of teng the mean wave resistance also

decreased.

For the current and voltage distribution, the

following conditions were founds

' , . , _, ,., -i U(o) -.- i U(o)

if B 1 <o

c(- 2%//A% -o~ phase constant, B e.. attenuation constant.
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The current distribution governs the effective magnetic moment
of the antenna and thus also the nsa-etic induotLorl piLoduced

by the antenna at a certain point of measurement.

For calculating the far field we also use a model.

WHEELER [91 thug describes the far field of self-resonant

helical antennas aa a combination of magnetic and electric

dipoles in vaouo.

--

Pig. 2

Fig. 2 shove % method of separating every turn of the helical

antenna into two "r&di&tinC" oouponentes one axial distance

equal to the pitch a# and a circular loop having the area A,

normal to the helical axis. The electric dipole therefore

is assumed to be the distance n.e - 2.1, the magnetic dipole
is assumed to be the sum of a3ll areas - n.A. The length of

the electric dipole may be very small, if the winding in tight.

The above assumption is based on the condition that the antenna
dimensions are small aw compared to the wavelength, which in

the present case has been verified. Both dipole components

have the same direction of axis. We obtain three components

of electric field strength and three components of magnetic
indunt± -n. Maaurrwounts wore made onel of the magnetic

components, which proved to be favorable (cfo Chapter IV, re-

celving antennas). The equations for the field strength compo-

nents have been collected in [13. The wave number k contained

therein is replaced by the complex wave number kf *or

•.Al
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Itrau~i..Lu to a dULUUL.PbXYU muI&.&umi
k a. kI -k I2

k... phase constat, k2 ... attenuation conotant.

For cheoking the theoretical results, numerous helioal

antennas have been built with different numbers of turns and

different lengths. The radiation fieldethey produoe were

studied in detail. The antennas were set up above ground, as

well as in mine Calleries filled with air and with water,

respeotiyely. The helical antennas have not been used a. re-

ceiving antennas, because they are clumsyp highly sensitive when

being approachud, and owing to their self-remonanoeq their

frequenoy can be varied little,

The first helical antenna for this project wag

built by W. DITTERLICH in 1964 and was operated at 110 ken in

a basin filled with water. This antenna as well as a number of

other antennas were based on the following circuit diagram CIO]$

t-Y- -a

I S r O % A'n- Q - -T - 7 I- - - . . . ,

The problems that arise with this method of feeding (at ths end)

and grounding, so far have not been solved satisfactorily.
Consequently, symmetrieally fed anteqnas with open ends were

ubed for fu.t.. r i .. r..t o.. . ware ta...n whe... ..... uin.

the impedance of the helix, since this quantity must be known

for optimum adaptation to the generator.
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The following end-fed antennas were built and teeteds

WA 1, WA 2, WA 3, WA 4 (for detailed data see Cahpter VI?, The

lowse; resonant frequency of 24 kHs was found in WA 3. Attempt|,

were made to further reduce this resonant frequenoy value b."

putting small induotanoes into the artenna winding. The re-

sult was good, but the simultaneous decrease in impedamue

toward the point of resonance waa nov distinot enough. For

the largest distance that could be ooverod (700 m) the

data was the followings

Antennas WA 31 frequenoys 24 kHzj mediums 4 - 10; trans-

mitter powers 95 watts; angle between helix and

ferrite antennas &'- 400; reoeiving antennas

ferrite antenna, 50 on long# field strength:

(406 ± 0,2).10"12 volts • see
2

Syametrioail'7 fed antennas were tested on the following modelL

R 848, H 200, H 600, 3 772, R 1362 (for detailed data see

Chapter V.) The example of H 772 which yielded very good

results is used to show the relation between theory and

experiment.

1 - 1,01 a

a 1/2% a

theor. exp. AW (W)

.1II:"H/m] 14,7 14,2 + 3,5
CL-p•F/m 32,?+18,0 50,•2 51,0 - 1,5

t Lk ohms] 17,1 16,7 + 2,6
f_[1H 'Q! 294,2 - 1,1

s Lm j 5,09. 10o
Q quality 318

b [kglsl band width 0,925
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Table I and Fig. 4 show the input impedaoce of K 772 as de-
pandzsn• on..•........j

The result of meamureaeitto ntih, 9 772 W (W f,'r wator)

is to show the change of prope.-Aes of an antenna submerged

in water. (Table II and Fig. 5).

9 772

water air

fr, [H 5,48 294,2
C1  141 AI/,k 51,0 pF/-

S322 ohms 16,7 k ohms

R 0 Lohao 122 85,0

s [LP1] 0,379 5,09 ° 10"3

Q 3,66 518

b [k-l, ] 10 o,925

Not6 the extremely low resonant frequency (5,48 krEs) 0

Summing up the results we may say that theory may be

used for explaining the phenomena observed in the r,. ion of

lowest resonant frequency. Wave resistance and reaonint

frequency may be calculated in advance when using a oarefully

constructed antenna. The input resistance at resonance and

all the quantities resulting from it cannot be oalouiated

precisely. Yet we may say that the following types are pre-

ferreds antennas whose length is large as com.pared to their

diameter and antennas that have a great pitch. These re-

quirements, however, contradict ths desire for low resonant

frequency. Reno## a compromise must again be made.

The distancosreached with the above antenna arrangement

are of iuterest for communication through ýhe earth's crust;

A distance oi 600 s througL dolomite rook was reached

with H 772 at an antenna current of 600 milliam. (transmitter
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power 21 watts) and a frequency ef 294 kis.
A disteaaou of 1,6 km (whlo'^ to the greatest length

possible in our terrain) was rea, i with R 772 W (i.*., 1ija-

uerged In water) at a frequenoy ov 5t5 khs and an anten&,- i,,--Aint
cr about 400 milliamp, (tranii, powar 21 watts). 'bit,
,,¢parison shove that the sase antenna shows better renpAt.

,ivor; the resonant frequenay is reduce&.

IY, Rpoeiving Alntewne

In Chapter I it haa already been said that magnetio
dipole. are wall uuiiod reoei•ing antennas. The most favPorable
tYpes shall now be described fi].

The voltage induced In a frome antenna is

Uind Woner~os.

with f being the frequency# 3 o manoetis induotion, n - number
of turns, F - antenna area, The quantities that nay be urb
trarily chosen when oenstructing an antenna are the numbe: of
turns and the antenna area which, however, should both ba -i-
lJar# a* possible. An inaorose of the number of turns caueot nin
increase of the losses N of the resonant circuit, iT tI -
antenna represents the induetance of a parallel resonant
circuit (Fig. 6).

L i7

Fig.
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A large-area frame antenna ist however, highly sensitive to

toach, a fact which is very disadvantageous during so-called
directional measurements. The area must therefore be reducel

to a minimum whereas the reduction of induced voltage caused

by it must be compensated by using ferromagnetio material of

high permeability. The above equation then reads as followsa

Uind " 2xfonPFB.L*ff (0)9

1keff " effective or shear permeability of the ferrite, Q -

quality of oscillating circuit.

If the radiation resistance of such an antenna io

to be calculated, we need the effective height which is

hef f f IS.. /teff

We thus obtain

R 320z ( -@e&i 2-
sN

for the radiation resistance (of. also pace 2 )o

What has been said above also gives some clues as to

the dimensioning of ferrite antennas. In resonance tuning,

n must be chosen so that a given frequency region may be

covered with the variable oapacitanaoe, n cannot be chosen

arbitrarily, not even when connecting the antenna aperiodically

with thQ subsequent amplifier, because self-resonance phe-

nomena would ocour at a certain value of inductance. F Is

given by the cross section of the ferrite materia, while

Itor should be chosen in accordance with the frequency region.

1i 4 alcullated foeoff.

4I tor9of 1 + 4 (utor"1)
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11tor is the initial or toroid permeability, N is a quant*4q

depending on the ratio rod length/diameter, As to the .

sioning of ferrite antonna. see [N, [21 # or [ 51 .
The following example is given for better understandings

an antenna which has been used in practices

Unsysmetric YLP ferrite antenna for the region 1 e.o 20 kHs.

Re- made of 6 tube core., diameter d - 19 as, diameter

of bore - 9 ma, materials Siferrit 1100 5 22 with
•tor • 1300, length 1 - 980 an, ILef - 480, n - 2400

(8 short cross winding coils).

Eleotric datap L - 2p19 R, R (D.C.) - 52 ohms, A•f -

-10 Hs at 3 kHz and At .75 Hs at 10 kHs, geff was
3-s-00 millivolts at Neff - 50 millivolts/in, i.e.,

three times as high as the theoretical value of an

electric dipole (of. introduction).

There exist two possibilities of eliminating the sonsitivity

to touch. The first one would be an eleotroetatio shield by

meant o:T a elotted copper cylinder. Tho second ones rendering

the a"t*ea symmetrioal (Fig. 7).

Fr•

S|lla I---.

Fig. 7

As to the dimensioning of Vh traziducer see [111
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V. Field strength I)rofiles and directional patterns

Two methods of measurement and evaluation are used for

studying the propagation mechanism of (V)LF wavesi

1. Profile measurements

In this methodg the field strength is measured as deo

pendent on the diatanos r from the transmitter. Position of

antenna and antenna current are kept conutant, i.e., the

effective moment of the transmitting dipole remains constant.

Fig. 8-11 show such profile measurbaents for the VL

frequencies of 3 and 10 kHz L63 , Fig. 12 and 13 show them

for ýthe L frequency of 120 kHz [12] , The conduotiiity t"[mhos/a1

in used as a parameter.

2. Directional patterns

A direotional pattern is obtained by the well-known

method of measuring the field strength values around the

transmitting antenna at constant distance. Since this is

practically impossible in a mine, the transmitting antenna

was rotated and the receiving antenna was left at one point.

A specially designed bearing head free of metal [51 made

it possible to find the field strength components and detect

their direction in space.

Fig- 14-17 show directional patterns for the most

frequently used frequencies of 3 and 10 kHz, Fig. 18-21 for

120 kHz. 6is again given as a parameter.

VIe List of the antennas that have been used

This chronological list reviews all antennas that

have been built for the VLF project and their technical data

as far as available.
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1. Transmittitff antennn:

ýypea :Lron-oore coil; iron rod lengths 100 uml sheet material IV;
iron axoss sections 6 omn; turns number: 2 x 96 ; conductors
copper, 2 mm 4±an.. inductivity: 3.2 mE; ohmic resietances
185 mohma; taps at t 25 turns.

type: iron-ooro aoil; iron rod lengths 100 on; iron cross seotion
3.5 cal tnur,ýs numbers 7 x 450; conductor: copper, 0.75 diema.
1nducivits: 80 an; ohmic reuistanoes 3.1 ohms; taps at t 25
turra.

These aztenna forms did not perform satisfactorily, because the
effective surface was too small and the losses in the iron core
werae too large.

type: air-core ooil; diameters 98 cm; winding widths 2 om; win-
ding heights I ox; turns number: 40; conductors copper, 1.2
diam.; induotivitye 5 mu; ohmic resistances 1.1 ohms;

SA. IV:
types air-core coil; diameters 1 mi turns number: 100; con-
ductors copper, I mm ditam.; induotivity: 23 mH; ohmic resist-
ance: 1 ohm; rigid frame.

S.A. Vt
types air-core coil; diameters I m; turns numbers 60; conduo-
tort copper, I mm diam.; induotivitya 11 mH; ohmic resistances
5 ohmsa rigid frazme.

S.A. VI:
types square frame; areas 1.4."&; turns numbers 60; conductors
copper- stranded wire, 25 mm ; inductiviLy: 15 mE; ohmic re-
sietanoer 2.1 ohms;

In this antenna, the oopper-stranded wire is welded as a bunch
in a flexible plastic home. Thus, the winding can be removed
from the frame and folded up, the frame itself being collapsi-
bloc Transportt, ion of tht antterD& is therefore very easy.

S.A. VII*

types rectangular frame; areas 17 a ; turns numbers 2 x 15;
conductors copper-straaded wire, 1.5 mmi; inductivity: 12 m;H
ohmic resistances 13.5 ohms;

This antenna was suspended in the "Bunte Kluft" in St. Gertrau-
di and could be rotated about its vertioal axiae
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types square loop; area : 40 x 40 - 1%600 a; turns numbers 31

conductor: copperV 2.5 mm t induotivity: 20 mH; ohmic resist-
ance, 3 ohms.

In order to attain these dimensions, the antenna had to be
firmly established at a suitable site at St. Gertraudi In two
shafts and in two connecting galleries.

SBA, IX:
- SA. VIII with the followipg sodifications, turns numbers 10;
conductor: aluminium, 135 amn

Thus it was possible to get antenna currents of up to 40 &-
peres,

S.A. I,
type: rectangular frAme; area: 4 x 4 & 16 mal turns numbers 101
conductor: copper-stranded wire, 4 -m, , plastic insolated, spe-
cial insolation with PVC-hosel inductivity: 1.13 mH; ohmic re-
sistance: 0.22 ohms; resonance frequency: 130 kHs; resonance
current: 3 4 amperes; resonance voltage: 13,000 vpp; range
(through rock): 1v400 a.

The frame is fed from the laboratory to the first turn via Le-
cher wires, by means of a 1 kW-transmitter.

S.A. XI:
type: pentagonal frame, collapsible; area: 1o5 a,; turns sum-
ber: 161 conductor: copper-stranded wire, 1.6 an ; inductivt-
ty: 780 PH; ohmic resistance: 0.8 ohms; weight: s 6 kg; reit-
nance current (antenna fed by means of a portable 5-W-tranI-
mitter, described in [121 ): 1.4 amperes; resonance voltages
2$000 vppj quality: 185.

E.S°P. I:
type: air-core coil; area: 1290 cmn turns number: 10 ; con-
duutors copper, 0.8 diam.; induotivity: 75 PH; ohmic resist-
ances 0.49 ohms

With this antenna a calibration field was produced with which
the field strength meters were calibrated.

Helical antennas

W.A. I.
length: 13.6 ai cross section: rectangular, I x 1.8 al turns
number: 161; pitch: - 0.9 ; studied frequency range: 10 -
600 kHs; lowest resonance frequency: 53 k~Ro
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length: 6.8 mi cross aentioni reotangular, 1 x 1.8 mf turns num-
bers 161; pitch: - 0.45 1 studied frequency range: 4 - 120 kHz;
lowest resonance frequenoy: 51 kHz.

W.A. III:
length: 13.6 m; cross sect on: rectangular, 1 x 1.8 m; turns
number: 312; pitch: ^- 0.45 ; studied frequency range, 400 Hz -
250 kHz; lowest resonance frequency: 24 kHz.

W.A, IV:
length: 1.92 mi cross sections circular, 4 cm dis.a turns num-
bers 1,0681 studied frequency range: 4 - 600 kfz;

length: 1,93 m; diameter: 4 cm; turns numbers 848; pitch: - 0,9
wire thickneesss 0.8 mm; wire length: 108 m; ground areas 1,250
cm alowest resonance frequency: 1.91 MHzi qualitys 350;
Ho 30 ohms (input impedance IZI n Ro-/

SIII
len-ths 2 m; diameter: 1/n mi turns number: 2001 pitch: - 0.60;
wire thickness: 1,5 mm; wire length: 200 m; ground area: 1,250
om * lowest resonance frequency: 0.756 ME&; quality: 41.3;
Ro 170 ohms°

H I. submerged in water:
lowest r~sonnnce frequencyi 50 kHz; quality: 1.4; Re - 75 ohms;

HII, submerked in water:
lowest reaon.nceT Zejuancy: 25.9 kHz; quality: 2.24;
He w 59 ohms.

The fol)owing ontenin& are all fed in the middle, without
grounding. The index W meaen antenna submerged in wate.'.

H 848 H 200 H 600 H 772 E 1362
R 848 W H 200 W H 772W

length UCa] 192.8 200 2 200 2 2022 0
diameter [cm] 4 2/n.10 1/2-10 1/.010 02s72
L, FH/a 0o351 0.956 8.86 14.2 3.5

SIw, ,M/1 -, 1- - 1 .-
L, [Lp/mJ ,C 45 62 51 26M W [PFi&] 180o;.103 26.103 141-10 3

Z [kohms) 4.69 4.6 11.95 16.7 1116
1w 1kohme 133I1•30 194.10-5 322.10"3
fr LkHz] 39462.7 1,152.3 383.9 294.2 553.29
frw [kHiz] 101 49.0 5.48
Ro [ohms) 35.3 68.0 116.0 85 65
Row [ohms) 91 70.0 122
Q 208 102 183 318 282
QW 2.40 4.4 3.66
b [kHzi 1566 11,3 2.08 0.925 1.97
b, [LHz] 42,0 11.1 1.5
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2. Reoeivingantennss

BRA, It
tyI--t ferrie antenna; length of - ferite rod: 47.r cai diame-
tort 1.5 cm; aross seotions 177 om i turns number: 2 x 500;
induotivity: 800 ml; ohmic resistanoe 135 ohm.; shielded
against electric fields by means of alumiuium foil.

e.A. IsD
type: sleander toroidal solenoid
Its electrical performance data were very unfavorable so that
it was not used for further measurements.

l.A. Ill:

types cylindrical coil without core; diameter: 45 on; turns
number: 1,000.

E_.A.1 IV:
type: ferrite antenna; five ferrite rods arranged along the
edges of a prism with a regular pentagon as the base plane.
turns numbers 5 x 1,600; coil lengths: 15 om; induotivitys
5 x 1.6 H; ohmic resistances 5 x 50 ohms; optimum edge length
of the pentagons 15 om.

S.A. Vs
type: ferrite antenna; lengths 65 am; ferrite material:
1100N22 Siemens, Munioh; turns number: 3,000; induotivity:
2 H; ohmic resistance: 135 ohms; coil in the middle of the
rod.

ZIA, VI:
types laminated iron core coil; length of iron core: 100 om;
iron core made of metal shlet strips, Hyperm 766, Krupp Widia,
Eaesn; cross section: 8 on ; turns number: 2 x 1,000& induo-
tivitys 2.2 H; ohmic reaietanues 56 ohms; 11tor " 80,000;
At the measuring frequencies used so far (3 and 10 kHz) this
design is not superior to the types IV and V, At lower fre-
quenolest however, it supposed to be paramount.

At the receiver input 3 2 31. N.A. IV, V, VI yielded a vol-
tage of 1 pv at a field strength of

f - 3 kHs f - 10 kHs

R.A. 1V 2.32 x 10- 0.73 x IO_ WbI /
NIA. V 6.8 x 10 12 2.42 x 101 2 rb/,
EoAo VI 3.25 x 1012 2.63 x 102 Wb/m

PlAO Vs
types ferrite autenna; length: 48 cm; diaetrer: 2 omn turns
number: 1,200p induotivity: 450 RH; material: 1100N22 Siemens,
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Munichl coil in the middle of the rod. This Lntenna was in-
ied as a direction finder antenna in Cardania suspension.

type: ferrit* antenna; lengths 40 om; diameters 1.3 Cal turns
numbers 2 x 501 inductlvitys 1.7 mHi material, 550N25 Siemens,
Munich, slotted rod.

?,I. VIIS

types forrite antenna; lengths 98 cm; diameter: 2 on; turns
numbers 1,2001 coil in the middle of the rod; materials
1100N22 Sieoeia, Munich.

VII. conclusions

The transmitting and receiving antennas used for

VLF project studies have been summarized. Examinations of

(V)LF antenna properties shall be continued also in the

future. The optimization of helical antennae is going to

be studied in a detailed report.
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